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Motivation
As researchers in visualization and computer graphics, we seek insight into how we might most
effectively use texture to facilitate the accurate perception of the 3D shapes of arbitrary smoothly
curving surfaces.

Main Findings

• Under perspective projection, shape categorization accuracy
is always significantly better (or at least never significantly
worse) with the ‘2dir’ pattern than with any other texture
pattern, under all surface type, surface orientation, and
viewpoint conditions.

• Shape categorization accuracy is significantly better, overall,
in the perspective vs. the orthographic projection condition;
however categorization accuracy remains above chance in the
orthographic condition for some texture types when the view
is oblique.

Previous Findings

Experiment 1[1]: Judgments of local surface orientation, measured with a
surface attitude probe, are more accurate with an anisotropic pattern when
the texture orientation locally follows the first principal direction than when
the texture follows a constant uniform direction or turns in the surface.
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Experiment 2[2]: Discrimination of subtle surface shape differences, measured
in a four alternative forced choice task, is possible at lower thresholds, with
line and grid-like patterns, when the texture coordinate system is locally
aligned with the principal directions than when it is aligned with a constant
uniform direction or with a direction that turns in the surface.
Examples of the textured surface stimuli 

Experiment 3[3]: Judgments of local surface orientation, measured with a surface
attitude probe, are marginally more accurate with a bi-directional pattern that
follows both principal directions than with a uni-directional pattern that follows
the first principal direction only  [2dir < (1-dir, plain), p<0.01;  2dir<lic, p<0.1]
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Examples of the textured surface stimuli 

Task and Methods

4AFC Task: indicate the shape category and surface orientation;
images were 1000x1000 pixels in resolution, displayed on a 1600x1200 21”monitor, freely viewed

4 shape category choices: ellipsoid, cylinder, saddle, flat
4 surface orientation choices: convex, concave, both, neither

8 texture type conditions (shown at right)
2 viewing conditions: straight-on, oblique
2 projection conditions: perspective, orthographic
4 image rotations: 0°, 90°, 180°, 270°

592 trials, 5 participants (plus 3 additional participants in a version with perspective images only)
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Detailed Results
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Example Stimuli

ellipsoidal / convex / straight / perspective cylindrical / concave / oblique / perspective

saddle / both / oblique / perspective flat / neither / oblique / perspective

Cylinders are mis -identified as flat, except under texture 1dir. Here we see a rather strong tendency to guess ‘cylinder ’ with 1dir
texture when the surface is actually flat.

Saddles are confused with flat, except under 1dir and 2dir texturing,
where they ’re confused with cylinders.

Ellipsoids are typically mis-perceived as cylindrical or flat.

Ellipsoids are reliably identified under 2dir, 2dir45 and 3dir
texture conditions only. In the 1dir cases, they are often mistaken
as cylindrical; with swirly and noise they may be mistaken as flat.

There is a slight tendency to guess ‘cylinder ’ when the surface is
actually flat, under the 1dir trio and the diagonal conditions.

Cylinders are often seen as flat in the swirly, noise, and 1dir90 cases,
and, to a lesser extent, in the 2+dir cases with a diagonal component.

Saddle identification is excellent with the 2dir and 3dir patterns;
elsewhere they are confused with cylinders or, in diagonal cases,
with ellipsoids.

Classification of ellipsoids is generally good, except with the 1dir
textures, where they are sometimes confused with cylinders

Saddle classification is excellent, with all textures except 1dir90,
where they are confused with cylinders.

With the diagonal patterns, cylinders are mis-perceived as ellipsoids;
with the swirly and noise textures they may be mis -perceived as flat.

There is a strong tendency to guess ‘cylinder ’ in the 1dir90 and 1dir
texture cases.  Guessing is lowest with the 2dir and 2dir45 patterns.

Good results all around for this case.Cylinder classification is most reliable with the 2dir or 1dir patterns.Saddle classification is best with the 2dir and 3dir patterns, followed
by 1dir45 and noise.  With 1dir it is seen as a cylinder. With 1dir90
it may be seen as an ellipsoid; with swirly and noise it can look flat.

Ellipsoids get confused with cylinders under 1dir and 1dir90 textures.

Rates of correct shape classification of cylinders (with results pooled over the convex and
concave orientations) broken down by texture type, projection type (perspective or
orthographic), and viewpoint (straight-on or oblique).  Accuracy rates are lower, overall, than
in the cases of the doubly curved surface patches.  Results are highest (above 70%) with the
first principal direction texture, under conditions of oblique viewing.  Results are above 50%
with the 2dir pattern, under all viewing conditions except orthographic/straight.

Rates of correct shape classification of ellipsoids (with results pooled over the convex and
concave orientations), broken down by texture type, projection type (perspective or
orthographic), and viewpoint (straight-on or oblique).  Under perspective projection,
accuracy is highest in the 2dir texture condition, for both oblique and straight views.  Under
orthographic oblique projection, accuracy is best with the 3dir and rotated 2dir patterns.

Rates of correct shape classification of saddle surfaces, broken down by texture type, projection
type (perspective or orthographic), and viewpoint (straight-on or oblique).  Accuracy is a perfect
100% for the 2dir texture in the perspective/oblique viewing condition, and reliably above 85%
under perspective/oblique viewing for all textures except swirly, noise and 1dir90.  Accuracy
generally falls under the other viewing conditions, but remains, for the 2dir pattern, reliably
above 80% in the orthographic/oblique condition, and above 70% for perspective/straight
viewing.

Rates of correct classification of ellipsoid orientation (convex/concave/both/neither), using
results pooled over all texture types, broken down horizontally by projection type
(perspective-left and orthographic-right), and vertically by viewpoint (oblique-top and
straight-bottom).  Results are good in the perspective cases but poor under orthographic
projection, where not only is there confusion between convex and concave but also a greater
tendency to perceive the shapes as flat.

Rates of correct classification of cylinder orientation (convex/concave/both/neither), using
results pooled over all texture types, broken down horizontally by projection type
(perspective-left and orthographic-right), and vertically by viewpoint (oblique-top and
straight-bottom).  Results basically follow the same pattern as with the ellipsoids, but with a
stronger tendency to perceive the surfaces as flat.

Summary chart showing overall rates of shape classification accuracy, averaged over the
three surface shape conditions: ellipsoid, cylinder and saddle, broken down by texture type,
projection type (perspective or orthographic), and viewpoint (straight-on or oblique).  Results
are best, overall, in the 2dir texture condition, where accuracy is above 80% under
perspective projection in an oblique view, and above 70% with a straight view, and reliably
above 60% in the orthographic oblique condition. Results are almost, but not quite, as good in
the 3dir texture condition, and worse for all other textures.


